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In this paper, we explore the interplay between symmetry and fracton order, motivated by the
analogous close relationship for topologically ordered systems. Specifically, we consider models with
3D planar subsystem symmetry, and show that these can realize subsystem symmetry protected
topological phases with gapless boundary modes. Gauging the planar subsystem symmetry leads
to a fracton order in which particles restricted to move along lines exhibit a new type of statistical
interaction that is specific to the lattice geometry. We show that both the gapless boundary modes
of the ungauged theory, and the statistical interactions after gauging, are naturally captured by a
higher-rank version of Chern-Simons theory. We also show that gauging only part of the subsystem
symmetry can lead to symmetry-enriched fracton orders, with quasiparticles carrying fractional
symmetry charge.
I. INTRODUCTION
One of the key paradigm shifts in modern condensed
matter physics has been the appreciation of the many
ways that topology affects our understanding of phases
of matter. This new understanding has interacted in var-
ious interesting ways with the older paradigm of sponta-
neous symmetry breaking, which has been part and par-
cel of our understanding of phases of matter for much
longer. Famously, it was found that non-interacting elec-
tron systems may harbor non-trivial topology in their
band structures in classes delimited by symmetry, leading
to what are now known as symmetry-protected topologi-
cal (SPT) phases [1–7]. Analogs of these phases also exist
in systems of interacting bosons [8–16] and fermions [17–
20]. Strongly interacting many-body systems may ex-
hibit topological order[21–26], in which emergent quasi-
particles have long-ranged statistical interactions that
differ from those of the microscopic constituent fermions
and bosons without the need to impose a symmetry re-
quirement. Finally, topologically ordered systems can
come equipped with global symmetries and exhibit so-
called symmetry enriched topological, or SET, phases
which are more than the sum of their parts, since these
anyonic quasi-particles naturally carry fractional symme-
try charges[1, 5, 7, 8, 11, 14, 17, 27–31].
We now know that topologically ordered, SPT, and
SET phases are intimately mathematically related. In
general, gauging a discrete global symmetry leads to
topological order; the statistical interactions of this topo-
logical order diagnose whether the ungauged theory is
an SPT [8, 15, 32, 33]. Similarly the statistical interac-
tions of the topological order tightly constrain the pos-
sible fractional symmetry charges in an SET phase [34–
37]. Finally, gauging only part of the global symmetry of
an SPT generically yields an SET phase with non-trivial
symmetry fractionalization.
Recently, a new type of order in 3 dimensions—
nicknamed fracton order—which has precursors in the
study of glassiness[38], spin liquids[39, 40], and quan-
tum error correcting codes[41], has drawn increasing
attention[42–53]. Fracton order is qualitatively different
from topological order in 3 dimensions, most obviously
because it has a subextensive ground state degeneracy
that depends not only on the topology of the spatial lat-
tice, but also on its geometry. Further, it is character-
ized by excitations that move on a manifold of dimension
strictly lower than that of the lattice they live on. Finally,
unlike for topological order, the appropriate field theo-
retic description for fracton orders is not yet completely
understood, though considerable progress has been made
in connecting it to both continuum [54–58] and discrete
higher-rank gauge theories[59–65]. Nevertheless, fracton
order shares many of the defining features of topologi-
cal order, including a strongly correlated liquid ground
state with no long-ranged order parameter, and emer-
gent point-like quasiparticles which, by virtue of their
restricted mobility, can have non-trivial statistical inter-
actions even in D = 3.
This then leads to the question of how fracton or-
der interacts with symmetries—are their analogs of SPT
and SET phases? To answer the first question, a use-
ful observation is that for fracton orders, the appropri-
ate symmetry is not a global symmetry, but a so-called
subsystem symmetry, which acts simultaneously on all
sites in a given subsystem of the lattice. Unlike discrete
2global symmetries, which upon gauging yield topologi-
cal order, gauging an appropriate subsystem symmetry
yields a fracton order. The subsystem can be either a
plane (in which case the resulting fracton order is said to
be Type I) or a fractal subset (leading to Type II frac-
ton order)[39, 42, 66–68]. This relationship between frac-
ton order and subsystem symmetry was first established
for Ising symmetry, with each subsystem a conventional
Ising paramagnet [42], and later generalized to include
planar subsystem symmetries with more general discrete
symmetry groups [59–61].
In recent work, we showed that subsystem symmetries
acting on lines[69] or fractals[70] can protect new non-
trivial subsystem-SPT (or SSPT) phases. These are char-
acterized by a ground state degeneracy that grows with
the system’s perimeter, which cannot be lifted without
breaking the subsystem symmetry. (The global symme-
try alone, in contrast, is not sufficient to protect this
boundary degeneracy).
Here, we will explore the possibility of planar SSPT
phases, which raise a fresh set of questions. For topo-
logical orders, it is well-established that if a phase with
global symmetry is a non-trivial SPT, then the resulting
gauged theory necessarily has a different topological or-
der than that obtained from the conventional (non-SPT)
paramagnet—it is said to exhibit a twisted version of
the topological order. Are there twisted fracton phases?
And to complete the mapping from topological phases,
are there fracton SETs?
Motivated by the above considerations, the present
work seeks to address the following inter-related ques-
tions. (i) Can subsystem symmetries acting on planes
(d=2) in 3 spatial dimensions (D=3) be non-trivial SSPT
phases, with boundary modes that cannot be gapped
without breaking subsystem symmetry? (ii) If so, what
impact does going from trivial subsystem-symmetric to
SSPT phases have on the fracton order of the gauged
theory? (iii) Are there fracton analogs of SET phases, in
which fractons carry fractional symmetry charges? The
analogies that underlie (i) and (ii) are displayed in Fig. 1.
Our main results are the following. First, we present
a family of models that realize planar (i.e. subsystem
dimension 2, which we refer to as d = 2) SSPT phases
with Ising (Z2) and Z2 × Z2 symmetry. We show that
upon gauging, these SSPT phases lead to fracton orders
with qualitatively different statistical interactions than
their non-SSPT counterparts, and we clarify the nature
of the new type of statistical interaction. Using a method
similar to that of Ref. [32], we relate these new statis-
tical interactions to the existence of ungappable bound-
aries. We then present a field theoretic description of
these phases – a higher-rank version of Chern-Simons
theory – that captures these gapless boundaries. This
field theory has the interesting feature that it can seem-
ingly describe phases that are not SPT, in the sense that
the boundary modes are topologically protected (as for
Chern-Simons theory), rather than symmetry protected.
Finally, we describe two models with both fracton order
and symmetry fractionalization (the fracton analogue of
SET phases). These harbor quasiparticles that are ei-
ther immobile, or move on lines, with T 2 = −1. In the
process, we develop a general picture of how the frac-
ton ground state can be decorated with objects charged
under the global symmetry to yield an SET phase.
In more detail, our discussion proceeds as follows.
Section II reviews the relevant background information
about planar subsystem symmetry, and its relationship
to fracton order upon gauging. In section III, we present
an exactly solvable 3D model similar in spirit to the 2D
plaquette Ising model[32], with a “twisted” Z2 subsystem
symmetry. We show that gauging this twisted Z2 sub-
system symmetry leads to a twisted fracton order, with
a “lineon” (or excitation confined to move only in one di-
mension) with an analogue of semionic self-statistics. We
also show that a variant of the argument of Ref.[32] can
be used to show that these non-trivial statistics imply the
presence of symmetry-protected gapless boundaries. In
section IV we discuss how this extends to Z2×Z2 symme-
try, which has the new feature that lineons may harbor
both non-trivial self and non-trivial mutual statistics.
In section V, we use these results to motivate a higher-
rank variant of Chern-Simons theory, which we show has
both gapless boundary modes and a form of dipole Hall
response in the presence of a (rank-2) electric field.
Finally, in sections VI and VII, we introduce models
with Z2 × T subsystem symmetry, whose corresponding
gauge theory is a symmetry enriched fracton phase whose
lineon (or fracton, in Sec. VII) excitation has T 2 = −1,
which for bosonic systems should be interpreted as a
fractional symmetry charge under time reversal. These
can be viewed as subdimensional spin liquids, where the
system supports deconfined spinon excitations with re-
stricted mobility. Our construction proceeds by a deco-
ration procedure that may be extendable to other sym-
metry groups.
FIG. 1. Comparison of the relationship between subsystem
SPT phase, twsited fracton theory and higher rank Chern-
Simons term with their respective counterparts in topologi-
cally ordered systems. Here the Higgs phases are condensates
of objects with charge 2, leading to the nontrivial orders.
3II. REVIEW OF PLANAR SUBSYSTEM
SYMMETRIES AND FRACTON MODELS
To set the stage, in this section we will review the
plaquette Ising model (PIM)[71], which is the simplest
example exhibiting planar subsystem symmetry in 3D.
We utilize a “domain frame” [72] description of the
resulting ground state, which we will use extensively
in later sections. We also review the canonical pro-
cedure to gauge the planar subsystem symmetry, and
the basic properties of the resulting fracton topological
order[42, 49, 55, 66, 73].
A. Plaquette Ising model in 3D: Hamiltonian and
ground states
The 3D plaquette Ising model consists of Ising spins
on the sites of a cubic lattice, with the Hamiltonian:
H(k) = −J
∑
P
∏
i∈P
Szi − h
∑
i
Sxi (1)
The first term is a quartic interaction between the four
spins on the same plaquette P , while the second term is
the external transverse field.
The Hamiltonian (1) commutes with any process that
flips an even number of spins on each plaquette – i.e. with
any operation that flips all spins in a certain plane. Hence
unlike the conventional Ising model, which has a global
Z2 symmetry, the PIM has Lx+Ly+Lz−2 independent
Z2 symmetry operations (one for each plane, and the −2
comes from the fact that flipping all xy planes is the same
as flipping all yz or zx planes). This vastly enlarged
symmetry group is known as Z2 subsystem symmetry
(Zsub2 ).
We will primarily be interested in the paramagnetic
phase occurring for h ≫ J . This leads to a symmetric
ground state, with all spins polarized along the x-axis.
For our purposes it is convenient to express the wave
function in terms of the eigenvalues of the first term in
Eq. (1). We represent the spin configuration by draw-
ing a line through each paquette where Szi S
z
j S
z
kS
z
l = −1.
These lines cannot terminate, and cannot form isolated
closed loops. Instead, they must form the domain frame
structure like those shown in Fig 2. When the domain
frames have proliferated, the system is in its paramag-
netic phase and preserves the Zsub2 symmetry.
We note that since the subsystem symmetry commutes
with H , it does not change the domain frame configu-
ration. Thus each domain frame represents an exten-
sive number of actual spin configurations, related by the
Lx + Ly + Lz − 2 Z2 subsystem symmetries. (This is
markedly different than a domain wall description, which
can represent only two distinct spin configurations). The
transverse field in Eq. (1) ensures that the ground state
is a superposition of all possible spin configurations for
each domain frame, with equal coefficients. In general,
we will take a single domain frame to represent this par-
ticular superposition over spin configurations.
FIG. 2. Domain frame condensate for the plaquette Ising
model in the paramagnetic phase.
B. Gauging the Plaquette Ising Model: fracton
topological order
Part of the interest in the PIM stems from the phase
obtained by gauging the Zsub2 symmetry. We will utilize
a generalized gauging procedure [42, 51] which, when ap-
plied to the PIM, results in the X-cube model exhibiting
3D fracton order. Here we will review how this gauging
process is carried out, as well as the key features of the
resulting fracton phase.
The procedure for gauging the subsystem symmetry
is similar in spirit to that used to gauge the global Z2
symmetry of the ordinary Ising model. Following Ref.
[42, 51], to gauge the symmetry we first add a new Ising
variable σzP to the center of each plaquette P , and couple
it to the four plaquette spins:
H = −
∑
P
JσzP
∏
i∈P
Szi − h
∑
i
Sxi (2)
This ensures that we may flip individual spins without
incurring an energy cost, provided we also flip an appro-
priate set of σz. Second, we enforce the constraint at
each site i, ∏
P |i∈P
σxP = S
x
i (3)
where the product runs over the 12 plaquettes touching
this site. This is the analogue of Gauss’ law in this gauge
theory[42, 59, 61, 74].
Quite generally, we can use this Gauss law to reduce
the variables to those of the gauge field alone. Deep in the
paramagnetic phase (h ≫ J), the effective Hamiltonian
for the gauge fields is especially simple. It is derived, by
using Eq. (3) to replace Sxi with
∏
σx, and then keeping
only those products of the plaquette terms in Eq. (2)
that commute with this product. Since the gauge fields
live on plaquette centers, it is convenient to depict these
interactions on the dual lattice, whose links penetrate
the plaquette of the original cubic lattice (Fig. 3). The
dual lattice is also a cubic lattice, with a gauge variable
σ living on each link.
4Thus after gauging, and projecting to the low-energy
Hilbert space for h ≫ J , and setting the resulting cou-
plings to 1 (which does not alter the resulting physics), we
obtain an exactly solvable commuting projector Hamil-
tonian, known as the X-cube model [42]:
HXC = −
∑
v
∑
(αβ)∈{ab,bc,ca}
∏
i∈Cαβv
σzi −
∑
Cube
∏
i∈Cube
σxi
(4)
where a, b, c refer to the three principal axes of the cubic
FIG. 3. Couplings in X-cube model. The 12 spin interaction
on the cube indicates the Gauss law constraint. The four spin
in the vertex in the α−β plane describes the gauge fluctuation.
lattice, and i labels a link on this dual lattice. Cαβv is the
set of four edges that lie in the α − β plane, and ending
at vertex v, as shown in Fig. [3]. We will call this set
of edges a “cross” in the α − β plane. The second term
is simply the left-hand side of Eq. (3), now written on
the dual lattice; here
∏
i∈Cube includes σ spins on the 12
links of the cube.
FIG. 4. L: The charge excitation generated by the 2d mem-
brane(red links) operator. At each corner of the membrane,
there is a cube where
∏
i∈c
σxi = −1, which contains a charge
(fracton) excitation; R: The lineon(flux) excitation generated
by a straight string(green). The lineon excitation lives at the
end of string.
The X-cube model is a canonical example of a model
exhibiting Type-I fracton order[42]. To understand what
this means, let us examine the low-lying excitations of
HXC . When
∏
i∈Cube σ
x
i = −1, the constraint (3) dic-
tates that a Z2 charge excitation, with S
x = −1, lies
in the center of the cube. From Fig. [3], we see that
these charge excitations must be created in multiples
of 4. Further, they are not independently mobile: A
quadruplet of well-separated charges is created by an op-
erator
∏
i∈Membrane σ
z
i , with a square membrane, cutting
through links as shown in Fig. [4]. A pair of Z2 charges
can be viewed as a dipole excitation[57, 74], which can
move in the 2d plane perpendicular to the dipole mo-
ment. Particles with the property that they are individ-
ually immobile, but may be moved in conjunction with
other particles, are called fractons.
The second type of excitation, which is associated
with flux of the σ gauge field, lives at vertices where∏
i∈Cαβv
σzi = −1. These fluxes are pair-created by the
line operator
∏
i∈Line σ
x
i in Fig. [4]. If the line is in the α
direction, then at each end point we have
∏
i∈Cαβv
σzi =∏
i∈Cαγv
σzi = −1, for α, β, γ all different directions. No-
tice that the line must be straight: if it changes direction,
additional excitations are created at the corners. Thus
there are three types of flux excitations, each of which
can move along a particular direction. We will call exci-
tations with this property lineons.
The fracton order is defined by the sub-dimensional
nature of these two excitations, together with their non-
trivial mutual statistics. From the form of the line and
membrane operators it is easy to verify that the lineon
and fracton have a nontrivial statistical interaction[45,
49, 52, 75], resulting in a π statistical phase if a pair
of fractons crosses a lineon. As a consequence, it can
be shown that the theory has size dependent topological
degeneracy when placing on three torus[41, 76].
III. TOPOLOGICAL PLAQUETTE
PARAMAGNET AND TWISTED FRACTON
ORDER
In the search of 2D SPT states with Z2 symmetry,
Levin and Gu[32] showed that the ordinary Ising param-
agnet can be modified to obtain a topological Ising para-
magnet – a distinct phase with the same unbroken sym-
metry, and protected gapless edge modes. Upon gauging,
this second model yields a “twisted” version of the Ising
gauge theory, in which the point-like excitations have dif-
ferent self- and mutual- statistics.
In this section we present a variant of the 3D plaquette
Ising model that has been modified in a similar spirit. We
will show that, upon gauging, this model realizes the frac-
ton topological order first introduced by Ref.[45], which is
essentially a twisted variant of the X-cube model in which
the fracton and lineon excitations have different self- and
mutual- statistics. To clarify this, we will discuss a new
type of statistical interaction, which we dub “boxing”, as-
sociated with non-trivial lineon self-statistics. Finally we
will leverage insight from these statistical interactions to
show that, like the topological Ising paramagnet, this sys-
tem has symmetry-protected gapless boundary modes.
5A. Topological plaquette paramagnet in 3D
The intuitive idea of Levin and Gu’s construction[32]
is to modify the Hamiltonian such that in the ground
state, configurations with even and odd numbers of do-
main walls appear with a relative minus sign. For d = 2
subsystem symmetries, the analogue of a domain wall is
a domain frame. Indeed, our model can be viewed as a
modified plaquette Ising model, in which configurations
with even and odd number of domain walls on the frames
appear with a relative minus sign.
To achieve this sign structure, however, it is advanta-
geous to work on a more complicated lattice. Here we
work on a cubic lattice with 7 spins per unit cell, ar-
ranged as shown in Fig. [5]. On the corners of each cube,
there is a single Ising spin S0. In the center of the cube,
there are 3 Ising spins, Sa, Sb, Sc, which we will collec-
tively refer to as spin dipoles due to the nature of their
couplings with the remaining spins. Each spin dipole is
associated with a particular cubic axis: The red spins
(Sa) with the a direction, the green spins (Sb) with b,
and the black spins (Sc) with c.
FIG. 5. The spin model on the BCC lattice. Each corner of
the cube contains an Ising spin S0. The cube center contains
3 spin dipoles (Sa, Sb, Sc). The spin interaction appears be-
tween four spin S0 on the same cube face, as well as two S0
together with the spin dipole (Sα) on the triangle.
The Hamiltonian of the topological plaquette param-
agnet is :
H0 = −
∑
i
(
Sx0,ii
F0 − Sxa,iiFa,i − Sxb,iiFb,i − Sxc,iiFc,i
)
Fα6=0 =
∑
Pα
(1−
∏
i∈Pα
Sz0,i)/2
F0 =
∑
Tα
(ijk∈Tα)
(1 − Sz0,iSz0,jSzα,k)/2 (5)
H0 contains a transverse field for each spin. However,
each transverse field is decorated with a special sign
structure iF , where F depends on the local domain frame
configuration. For example Fa, which dictates this sign
structure for Sxa , the spin associated with the a direction,
counts the number of domain frame lines passing through
the four neighbouring plaquettes Pa that are parallel to aˆ
(see Fig. [6]). Fb and Fc are defined analogously. Mean-
while F0, which determines the sign structure for a corner
spin S0, counts the number of domain frame lines crossing
the 48 triangles of the Hexoctahedron surface enclosing
S0 (see Fig. [6]). Here Ta denotes a triangle containing
the (black) spin associated with the aˆ direction, and two
neighbouring corner spins separated in the aˆ direction;
an example is shown in Fig. [5]. Tb and Tc are defined
analogously. We denote the 3 sites involved in each tri-
angle ijk ∈ Tα such that i, j refer to S0 spins, while k
refers to the Sα dipole. The sum is over Tα is over 48
such triangles. This geometry is complicated, but will
become clearer as we transition on to the dual lattice.
Rest assured that despite the iF factors, the Hamilto-
nian is Hermitian. This is because the number of plaque-
ttes for which
∏
Sz = −1 is even on any non-contractible
surface– and in particular, on those used to construct our
F terms. Thus each F is necessarily even, and in practice
the phases are all real.
FIG. 6. Left top: The spin dipole Sxα oriented along the α-
axis (α = a, b, c) in the cube’s center interacts with the four
plaquettes on the side face (yellow) of the cube parallel to
the α direction. Left bottom and Right: The spin Sx0 on the
site (red) interacts with the nearby 48 triangles (green) that
form a closed Hexoctahedron surface enclosing S0. In the left
bottom figure, we plot the 6 triangle at the (111) corner. The
are 8 corners and each contains 6 triangles with a total of 48.
As the F terms in the Hamiltonian involve products
of spins on the same plaquette/triangle, the system is
invariant under Zsub2 subsystem symmetry operations of
the form:
Zsub2 :S
z
0 (ra = a0)→ −Sz0(ra = a0),
Sza(ra = a0 +
1
2
)→ −Sza(ra = a0 +
1
2
)
Sza(ra = a0 −
1
2
)→ −Sza(ra = a0 −
1
2
) (6)
where ~r = (ra, rb, rc) is the position vector of the spin S0,
and similarly for planes orthogonal to the b and c axes.
Each Zsub2 symmetry acts on a plane (say perpendicular
to the aˆ direction) and flips all Sz0 in that plane, as well
as all the dipole spins associated with the vector normal
to the plane (i.e. aˆ) both above and below the plane.
Although the Hamiltonian has a complicated, indeed
horrifying, form the intrinsic nature of our model is trans-
parent. First, note that all of the terms commute. This
6can be checked by straightforward (albeit tedious) alge-
bra; the key is that Sxi changes the value of each F that
includes site i, and that if Fj includes site i, then also Fi
includes site j.
Because all terms in H0 commute, we can understand
the ground state by examining the individual terms.
First, away from a boundary there is one term for each
spin, and the system has a unique paramagnetic ground
state. On the dual lattice, flipping one Sz0 results in the
domain frame defect along the truncated cube, and flip-
ping one Szα results in flipping a small domain frame de-
fect perpendicular to α = a, b, c, as in Fig[7]. Thus, the
ground state will look like a phase in which these defects
have proliferated. However, these flipping operations act
with a phase that depends on the domain frame configu-
ration on surrounding sites.
FIG. 7. The domain frame configuration for Sz0 and the spin
dipoles Szi . Flipping the spin for S
z
0 creates a domain frame
on a truncated cube (left). Flipping a spin dipole for Szi
creates an domain plaquette in the direction perpendicular to
the dipole (right). The three orthogonal domain plaquettes
form an octahedron living on the corner between truncated
cubes.
We now work on the dual lattice, where faces are re-
placed by links penetrating them, and volumes are re-
placed by vertices. This results in a simple cubic lat-
tice, but with each vertex decorated as an octahedron,
as shown in Fig 7. The domain frame configuration is
obtained by drawing a line penetrating the center of any
square or triangular plaquette with
∏
Sz = −1. The do-
main frames are therefore graphs on the edges of a dual
lattice whose edges penetrate the centers of the square
and triangular plaquettes involved in defining our Hamil-
tonian. The resulting dual lattice is the truncated cubic
lattice shown in Fig. [8], with three perpendicular pla-
quettes forming a octahedra intersecting each corner of
the cubic lattice. Our original corner spins S0 live in the
centers of truncated cubes, and the three types of spin
dipoles live in the center of the octahedra.
The resulting ground state is depicted in Fig. [9]: the
coherent sum of all truncated cube (domain frame of
Sz0 ) and plaquette (domain frame of spin dipole S
z
α(α ∈
a, b, c)) configurations contain a special sign structure
which counts the parity of loops carried by truncated
cubes and plaquette on all planes. To understand this
FIG. 8. The dual lattice of our BCC plaquette Ising model
composed of truncated cubes, each with an octahedron (with
3 perpendicular plaquette) intersecting every corner.
sign structure consider a single planar layer of the trun-
cated cubic dual lattice: within this 2D layer a given
domain frame gives rise to a particular configuration of
loops. The total number of loops is the sum of all the
loops is all planes of all orientations. Configurations with
an odd (even) number of loops appears with a minus
(plus) sign in the ground state. A truncated single cube,
or a stack of several truncated cubes, creates an even
number of surfaces, resulting in an even number of loops.
Hence, adding a truncated cube does not change the
sign structure. Meanwhile, an isolated plaquette (domain
frame for the spin dipole) creates an additional loop so
adding these to the ground state generates a global minus
sign. As we will see in the next section, this sign struc-
ture will lead to a “twisted” fracton order upon gauging
the subsystem symmetry.
FIG. 9. The paramagnetic ground state is a proliferation of
all truncated cube and plaquette configurations. The coherent
sum of such truncated cube and plaquette contains a special
sign structure which counts the parity of domain frames in
each configuration.
We can obtain a more generic (not exactly solv-
able) model for the topological subsystem paramagnet
by adding to our Hamiltonian additional terms that re-
spect the subsystem symmetry. For example, we may add
Ising plaquette interactions which energetically penalize
7the domain frames:
H = JHt + hH0
Ht = −
∑
P
∏
i∈P
Sz0,i −
∑
Tα,
(ijk∈Tα)
Sz0,iS
z
0,jS
z
α,k (7)
The triangles Tα=a,b,c are defined as in Eq. (5) (see
Fig. [5]). Since Ht respects all subsystem symmetries,
provided that h≫ J , the model will remain in the para-
magnetic phase. On the other hand if J ≫ h the system
will enter an ordered phase, where domain frames are
confined. We may also add transverse fields Sx, which
when strong enough will drive the system into the trivial
paramagnetic phase.
B. Twisted fracton theory via gauging topological
Z2 plaquette paramagnet
Next, we examine the effect of gauging this ”twisted”
topological plaquette paramagnet. We will show that
the result is a phase with mutual lineon statistics. In the
next subsection we use this result to argue the sysytem
has symmetry protected gapless boundary modes.
To gauge the subsystem Zsub2 symmetry of the topo-
logical plaquette paramagnet in Eq. [5], we proceed as
described in Sec. II B. Because the rank-2 Ising gauge
connection σz lives at the centers of the square and tri-
angular plaquettes in our decorated cubic lattice, it is
convenient to work on the dual lattice shown in Fig. [8].
Here the gauge connection σz lives on edges, and the
original corner and dipole spins live in the centers of the
truncated cubes and octahedra, respectively, of our dual
lattice. In this geometry, the Gauss’ law constraint is:∏
i∈Cube
σxi = S
x
0
∏
i∈Pα
σxi = S
x
α (8)
The first product runs over all 36 links of the truncated
cube surrounding the corner spin. The product in the
next line over Pα for α = a, b, c runs over four links on
one of the squares on the octahedron. As an example, for
Sxa we choose the square in the b− c plane (and similarly
for the remaining spin types).
Note that the Gauss’ law for the dipole spins Sxa,b,c is of
a qualitatively different form, involving only fields along
a single square, rather than along a surface surrounding
the site. Physically, this is because these spin dipoles
carry vector charge, while spin S0 carries scalar charge.
To obtain an effective Hamiltonian for the gauged the-
ory, we begin by replacing all plaquette spin products
with equivalent terms, minimally coupled to the gauge
field: ∏
i∈P
Szi →
∏
i∈P
Szi σ
z
P
(9)
Next, we replace all Sx in Eq. [7] with appropriate prod-
ucts of σxP , using the constraints [8]. Finally, if J ≪ h,
we keep only those products of terms proportional to J
which commute with the terms proportional to h. The
result is a commuting projector model describing the low-
energy dynamics of the gauge theory deep in the param-
agnetic phase:
H = −
∑
Y
∏
i∈Y
σzi −
∑
Cube
(i)F0
∏
i∈Cube
σxi −
∑
Pα
(i)Fa
∏
i∈Pa
σxi
(10)
Fα6=0 =
∑
i∈VPα
(1− σzi )/2, F0 =
∑
i∈VCube
(1− σzi )/2 (11)
Here Y is any set of three co-planar links entering a ver-
tex, VCube refers to the 48-links pointing outward from a
truncated cube, and VPα (α = a, b, c) refers to the 4-links
in the plane perpendicular to α pointing outward from
the octahedron.
In the σz basis, the first term imposes a condition that
the parity of the gauge flux entering any vertex is even.
The remaining terms provide dynamics to the gauge field
while preserving this parity at each vertex. However,
these dynamics are qualitatively different from that of the
X-cube model, since at low energies it effectively binds
the charge (
∏
σx) to the gauge flux (as measured by F ).
This charge-flux binding has important consequences
for our model’s fracton order. The membrane operator
that creates fractons is essentially the same as for the
X-cube model, albeit modified to suit the different dual
lattice geometry. However the operator L that creates
pairs of lineons is qualitatively different. This acts along
a “decorated” line, as shown in Fig. [10], according to:
Lm =
∏
i∈red
σxi
∏
i∈blue
(i)
1−σzi
2
∏
i∈green
(i)
1−σz
1
2
+
1−σz
1
σz
2
2
+....+
1−σznσ
z
n−1
2
+
1−σzn
2 . (12)
The σx operator along the red links flips the spin along
FIG. 10. Line operator for creating a lineon charge. The
flux excitation lives at the end of the line. The lineon is
1d particle, as the line operator cannot turn corners without
creating additional excitations.
8the string, analogous to the lineon operator in theX-cube
model.The terms acting on blue and green links are nec-
essary to ensure that L commutes with the Hamiltonian
except near the endpoints of the line.
At each endpoint, we have
∏
i∈Y σ
z
i = −1 for both sets
Y at the vertex in question. Note that as for the X-cube
model, if the line along which the operator acts turns a
corner, additional lineon excitations(i.e. vertices where
prod σz = −1) are created. As is the case for the Hamil-
tonian, though the operator contains factors of i, the ma-
trix elements of L are real provided that
∏
i∈Y σ
z
i = +1
– i.e. provided that it does not cross paths with the end-
point of another lineon operator. At the end of the string,
there is a π gauge flux excitation, a lineon, which only
moves along the string.
Apart from the lineon excitation in Eq[12], we have an
anti-lineon excitation, created by the operator
Lm¯ =
∏
i∈red
σxi
∏
i∈blue
(i)
1−σzi
2
∏
i∈green
(−i)
1−σz
1
2
+
1−σz
1
σz
2
2
+....+
1−σznσ
z
n−1
2
+
1−σzn
2 . (13)
The lineon and anti-lineon pair fuses into to vacuum.
Meanwhile, two lineons or anti-lineons fuse into a pair of
fractons at each end of the string,
Le = L
2
m =
∏
i∈blue
σzi (14)
1. Higher-rank Gauge theory
Type-I fracton models, such as the X-cube model (
Eq.[4]), are generally described field theoretically by dis-
crete rank 2 gauge theories [42, 59, 61, 62, 64, 65, 77, 78].
It is interesting to ask whether our gauged planar SSPT
admits a similar description. By analogy with exactly
solvable lattice models in 2 dimensions[25], one might
anticipate that the appropriate field theory contains a
higher-rank discrete Chern-Simons term characterizing
the nontrivial self -statistics of the lineon excitation.
Here we outline what the lattice model suggests about
this higher-rank Chern-Simons theory, whose physics we
explore more thoroughly in Section V.
To proceed, we first review how the connection to
higher-rank gauge theory arises in the X-cube model[42,
61–64, 74]. We define a discrete rank two electric field
and gauge connection, Eij , Aij . (In keeping with conven-
tions for higher-rank gauge theories, here we will use sub-
scripts i, j, k as placeholders for the principal cubic axes,
which we will denote by x, y, z). These can be identi-
fied with the lattice plaquette spins (or dual lattice edge
spins) σ via
σx = eiπEij , (Eij ∈ 0, 1)
σz = eiAij , (Aij ∈ 0, π)
[Aij(r), Eij(r
′)] = iδ(r − r′), (15)
Since Aij is associated with a plaquette in the i−j plane,
it is a symmetric tensor with only off-diagonal compo-
nents. Alternatively, we can view Eij and Aij as defined
on the dual lattice, in which case they reside on a link
perpendicular to the i−j plane. For convenience, we will
call the fields on link ℓ of the dual lattice Aℓ, Eℓ, while us-
ing the spatial indices Aij , Eij to describe the continuum
limit.
In terms of these discrete gauge fields, the constraint
in Eq.[3] becomes
∏
ℓ∈∂C
eiπEℓ = eiπρ
f
C (16)
where ℓ runs over edges of the dual cube C, and we have
defined a discrete fracton charge ρfC ∈ 0, 1 residing at
the center of the dual cube. The cube term in Eq. (4)
therefore enforces the condition that the ground state
has no fracton charge. The remaining vertex term in the
Hamiltonian gives terms of the form
expi [Axy(~r) +Axy(~r − azˆ) +Ayz(~r) +Ayz(~r − axˆ)]
(17)
Eq. (16) can be viewed as a discrete lattice version of
the usual Gauss’ law for rank 2 scalar charge theories,
∑
ij
∂i∂jEij = p
f . (18)
Meanwhile, Eq. (17) is simply the exponential of the y
component of the discrete magnetic flux
Bk = ǫ
ijk∂iAjk (19)
about a given vertex. Combining the three vertex terms
at a given vertex, and Taylor expanding in the lattice
constant A, yields a term
∑
i(Bi)
2 in the Hamiltonian.
As this suggests, one can check directly that the X-
cube model describes a charge-2 Higgs phase of this rank-
2 U(1) gauge theory [59, 61]. We note that the identity∑
iBi = ǫ
ijk∂iAik = 0 arising from the continuum the-
ory indicates that three orthogonal flux lines merging at
a corner fuse into vacuum, and create no excitations.
For the twisted fracton model[45] in Eq.[11], taking a
product of the four co-planar Y -terms at a given ver-
tex gives precisely Eq. (17), which again yields
∑
i(Bj)
2
upon taking the continuum limit. However, though the
microscopic Gauss’ law is the same, the terms involving
σx in Eq. (11), which describe the constraint appropriate
to the effective low-energy field theory of interest, contain
a sign structure (iF ) which depends on the surrounding
flux. For example, after projecting onto the low-energy
Hilbert space the Gauss’ law associated with a dipole
spin Sa = exp[iπp
dip
z ] in the center of a becomes:∏
ℓ∈VPz
eiAℓ/2
∏
ℓ∈Pz
eiπEℓ = eiπp
dip
z (20)
and similarly for the other cubic axes. Recall that Pz is a
square in the x− y plane with edges along the xˆ+ yˆ and
9xˆ − yˆ directions, while VPz is the set of four edges ema-
nating from the corners of this square, along the ±xˆ,±yˆ
directions.
In finding the associated continuum constraint, we
must specify a sign structure since in the discrete the-
ory Eij ≡ −Eij . As for the X-cube model, we interpret
a product of Aij or Eij on spatially separated edges of
the same orientation as differences, such that the leading-
order terms in our continuum theory involve only deriva-
tives of A and E. This choice ensures that our theory
is gauge invariant. Upon taking the continuum limit, it
leads a ‘modified ‘Gauss law’:
∑
i
∂iEik = p
dip
k +
Bk
2π
Bk = ǫ
ijk∂iAjk . (21)
This can be viewed as forcing a π gauge flux Bz to the
dipole charge pdipz . This reflects the fact that the lineon
excitations that arise at the end of strings of with non-
vanishing magnetic flux in the lattice model carries dipole
charge.
The Gauss’ law associated with a corner spin from
Eq. [21] is
∏
ℓ∈VC
eiAℓ/2
∏
ℓ∈C
eiπEℓ = eiπρ
f
C (22)
where C denotes a truncated cube, and eiπρ
f
C describes
the spin of the original lattice at the center of this cube.
Choosing an appropriate sign structure, and taking a
continuum limit, we obtain a second Gauss’ law:
∑
ij
∂i∂jEij = ρ
f +
1
2π
∑
k
∂kBk (23)
where ρf denotes a scalar charge associated with fracton
excitations. Again, this suggests a Chern-Simons like
continuum theory, enforcing charge-flux binding.
Notice that Eqs. [21,23] imply a relationship between
the fracton and dipole charges in our model. Specifically,
if we take ∂k in Eq. [21] and sum over the index k, we
obtain Eq. [23], with
ρf =
∑
k
∂kp
dip
k . (24)
Thus, as for the X-cube model, a dipole can be viewed
as a bound pair of fractons.
C. Lineon boxing statistics and twisted fracton
order
As the lineon string is decorated with polarized charge,
two intersecting lineon operators anti-commute. For ex-
ample, if we have two lineon operators Lx, Ly, acting
on intersecting lines that run parallel to the x and y
axes respectively, one can check that LxLy = −LyLx.
This anti-commutation suggests the lineons have non-
trivial (semion-like) statistics[45].
To clarify the nature of this statistical interaction, we
must first define the lineon analogue of the braiding and
self-twisting operations that are used to diagnose statis-
tical interactions for anyons in 2D. To do this, we must
first understand how (if at all) the lineon operator can
fluctuate without creating additional excitations. In 2D,
anyons can be viewed as living at the ends of invisible,
tensionless strings; since the strings can fluctuate and
deform freely in space, only topologically non-trivial pro-
cesses – i.e. braiding and twisting – can give a universal
result that characterizes the low-energy theory. Thus far,
we have described lineons as living at the ends of strings
that cannot fluctuate, since adding corners to a string
creates additional lineon excitations. However this is not
quite correct, though the string itself cannot fluctuate,
it can be altered as follows: the line can turn if, in ad-
dition, another line emanates from the truncated corner.
This third line segment ensures that
∏
i∈Y σ
z
i = +1 for
all edge triples at the given vertex, effectively by moving
the lineon that would have been created by the corner to
a different, more distant, location. We can assemble sev-
eral such corners into a truncated cube. Isolated boxes of
this type are simply truncated cube frames, identical to
those generated by the Hamiltonian. More generally they
describe the fluctuations allowed for our lineon operator.
FIG. 11. The trajectory of the self-rotation of lineon forms a
domain frame where each corner of the frame contains three
strings, one along each cubic axis. The left and right images
depict the trajectory (red) of the self-rotation of the lineon by
±2pi. The self-rotations of the lineon by ±2pi can be deformed
into each other by adding a plaquette(blue) on the top layer of
the cube. This results in an overall phase, and hence semionic
statistics.
Our first example of how such boxing leads to non-
trivial statistics is shown in Fig. [11]. Due to the semionic
nature of the lineon, the gauge flux contains a topologi-
cal spin 14 so that a self rotation of 4π accumulates a π
phase. The left (right) picture depicts the boxing process
(red) analogous to a self-twist of the lineon by 2π (−2π):
the lineon operator gets twisted, in addition to expand-
ing into a box frame. In addition, these two opposite-
chirality self-rotations can be deformed into each other
by adding a plaquette (blue) on the front face. When our
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model is in its ground state, adding this extra plaquette
results in a minus sign. Thus if we act with a twisted
lineon operator on this ground state, both positive and
negative twists will be generated, with opposite signs. As
for the semion topological order in 2D [32], it follows that
the eigenstates of ±2π self-twisting have eigenvalue ±i.
Our second example of a statistical boxing process is
shown in Fig. [12]. We first act with a lineon operator
running along the xˆ direction (red line). We then cre-
ate a pair of lineons in the same plane, and use a boxing
move to bring them around one end-point of this operator
and re-annihilate them. (The end result of this process
is shown in blue). Finally we re-annihilate the red li-
neon, returning the system to its ground state. (This
last part holds because L2 = 1 as long as no other lineon
strings end along the line – which we will assume to hold
throughout this discussion). The net process is described
by LBL, where B is the boxing operator, which acts
as the identity on the ground state. Provided that the
blue lineon pair straddles the red lineon, as shown in the
picture, the boxing operator crosses the lineon operator
exactly once, and since perpendicular lineon operators
anti-commute, we have LBL = −B. Thus the “box-
braiding” of two lineons gives an analogue of semionic
mutual statistics.
FIG. 12. Braiding between two lineons. The blue cube frame
is the trajectory of the lineon B. The string operator creating
the lineon excitation A(red line) is in the same plane as the
bottom surface of the cube. The blue line on the frame cross
with the red string.
Note that this lineon box braiding is different from the
boxing operation described in Ref. [45], which describes
a non-trivial statistical interaction between lineons and
fractons. In that case, the boxing operation gives a phase
factor of π whenever the fracton is inside the domain
frame. As Ref. [45] noted, such a statistical interaction
cannot occur between lineons, since the lineon can exit
the domain frame through one of its faces without chang-
ing the phase. In other words, lineons may have mutual
statistics, but only with other lineons in the same plane
so the trajectory of the box frame shall touch the other
lineon string.
Finally, we would like to emphasize that the braiding
procedure of lineons is distinct from the braiding of 2D
particles or 3D loops. During the braiding procedure
of 2D particles in the adiabatic limit, the system stays
in the ground state manifold without any level crossing
toward other excited states. However, in our boxing pro-
cedure for either self-rotation or mutual braiding for li-
neons, the initial and final states are in the ground state
while the intermediate process contains additional exci-
tations when the lineon changes its directions. Although
these additional excitations are annihilated at the end,
during the braiding procedure additional quasi-particles
are created. As a result, this boxing procedure includes
both a universal topological statistical phase and non-
universal phase.
D. Relation between lineon statistics and
protected edge modes
For symmetry protected topological phases protected
by global unitary symmetries, it is generically true that
after the symmetry is gauged, the flux excitations have
nontrivial statistical interactions[6, 15, 32, 35, 37, 79–
81]. These nontrivial braiding statistics are intimately re-
lated to the existence of symmetry-protected gapless edge
modes in the theory with global symmetry[32]. Here we
give a similar argument to show that the nontrivial self-
statistics of the lineons (which correspond to the fluxes of
our rank 2 gauge field) ensure symmetry-protected gap-
less boundary modes.
Imagine we have a topological plaquette paramagnet
with open surface, we can add two open box-frame to
the ground state wavefunction as in Fig[13], where the
end point of the lineon string hits the surface.
FIG. 13. Adding two open domain frame operators to the
ground state. The end points (black) of the frame lie on the
surface. The two frames intersect at the green point in the
bulk.
The wavefunction now becomes,
|ψ〉1 =WrWb|ψ〉gs (25)
Wr,Wb refers to the blue/red domain frame operator in
Fig[13]. These operators create domain frames in the
bulk and let the lineon string end at the surface. As the
bulk wave function still contains close frame configura-
tions, such process does not create any excitation in the
bulk. It merely creates a local defect on the edge where
the plaquette interaction on the surface around a point
has
∏
∈P σ
z = −1. If the edge of the ground state is
neither gapless nor breaks the Zsub2 symmetry, the local
defect created by the end of the domain frame operator
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should be annihilated locally. The domain frame opera-
tor only changes the ground state within the region near
the operator. Hence, we can define an operator Ua to
annihilate the local defect at site a on the edge. After
such an operation, the state becomes our original ground
state.
|ψ〉gs = (UAUBUCUDWr)(UIUJUKULWb)|ψ〉gs (26)
Now we choose another frame operation by switching
the order of Wr,Wb,
|ψ〉2 = WbWr |ψ〉gs (27)
Follow the similar process, we can annihilate the local
defect on the edge and go back to the original ground
state.
|ψ〉gs = (UIUJUKULWb)(UAUBUCUDWr)|ψ〉gs (28)
As U is local, we can take the domain frame to be large
enough so that each U operator commutes with all others.
As a result, we getWbWr =WbWr. However, since there
is an overlap between two string lines from the frame op-
erator Wb,Wr (depicted as the green point in Fig[13]),
the nontrivial self statistics of the lineons bring about
the anti-commutation relation WbWr = −WbWr. This
contradicts our previous conclusion. Hence, our original
assumption for a gapped symmetric edge fails. The edge
must be either symmetry breaking or gapless, and the
defect on the edge cannot be annihilate by local opera-
tors.
The ungappable nature of our SSPT surface lies in
the fact that the lineon excitation carries both flux and
charge of the Z2 symmetry.. For trivial plaquette Ising
model in 3D, a subsystem symmetry invariant surface
can be obtained via a lineon condensate on the surface.
However, in the topological plaquette Ising model, the
lineon carries subsystem Z2 charge, and its proliferation
would break the Zsub2 symmetry.
IV. GENERALIZATIONS TO LARGER
SYMMETRY GROUPS: PLAQUETTE ISING
PARAMAGNET WITH Zsub2 × Z
sub
2 SYMMETRY
The subsystem Zsub2 SPT phase we developed in topo-
logical plaquette Ising model can be generalized to other
discrete Abelian subsystem symmetries. In this section,
we explore one such generalization, a plaquette Ising
paramagnet protected by Zsub2 × Zsub2 symmetry. Gaug-
ing the full subsystem symmetry yields a fracton order
with two types of lineons and fractons – one associated
with each Z2 subgroup. A construction similar to that of
the previous subsection can endow one or both of these li-
neons with semionic self-statistics. However, in this case
there is a new possibility: the two lineons can also have
nontrivial mutual statistics. This leads to a (Z2)
3 classi-
fication of the possible SPT phases, the details of which
are described in Appendix A. Here we will focus on one
example exhibiting this new type of mutual statistical
interaction, in which the lineons have both semionic self-
statistics, and non-trivial mutual statistics; the remain-
ing cases are treated in the Appendix.
We will describe the Hamiltonian on the same trun-
cated lattice as Fig[8], with all degrees of freedom being
doubled. There are two types of spin s0, q0 in the center
of cube and two set of spin dipoles (sa, qa), (sb, qb), (sc, qc)
in the small octahedron. The Hamiltonian is
H0 = −
∑
i
(
sx0,ii
F0 − sxa,iiFa,i − sxb,iiFb,i − sxc,iiFc,i
)−∑
i
(
qx0,ii
F0 − qxa,iiFa,i − qxb,iiFb,i − qxc,iiFc,i
)
Fα6=0 =
∑
Pα
(1−
∏
i∈Pα
sz0,iq
z
0,i)/2
F0 =
∑
Tα,
(ijk∈Tα)
(1− sz0,isz0,jszα,kqz0,iqz0,jqzα,k)/2 (29)
This Hamiltonian is similar to two copies of Eq [5], except
the sign structure of the transverse field terms involves
both qz and sz . Importantly, the sign structure respects
separate subsystem Z2 symmetry for s and q spins, and
retains the feature that all terms commute, rendering the
model exactly solvable.
We may proceed as above, and gauge the full subsys-
tem symmetry by coupling qz, sz to a pair of Z2 gauge
connections σz , πz. The corresponding gauge theory is,
H = −
∑
P
∏
i∈Y
σzi −
∑
Cube
(i)F0
∏
i∈Cube
σxi −
∑
Pα
(i)Fα
∏
i∈Pα
σxi
−
∑
P
∏
i∈Y
πzi −
∑
Cube
(i)F0
∏
i∈Cube
πxi −
∑
Fα
(i)Fa
∏
i∈Pα
πxi
Fα6=0 =
∑
i∈VPα
(1− σzi πzi )/2, F0 =
∑
i∈VCube
(1− σzi πzi )/2
(30)
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The ground states and low-lying excitations of this gauge
theory can be studied by the same methods employed for
Eq. [11]. As promised, there are two types of fracton and
lineon excitations. As in the previous section, the two
types of lineons can be created using a decorated line
operator of the type shown in Fig[10]. In this case, we
take
LA =
∏
i∈red
σxi
∏
i∈blue
(i)
1−σzi π
z
i
2
∏
i∈green
(i)
1−σz
1
πz
1
2
+
1−σz
1
σz
2
πz
1
πz
2
2
+....+
1−σznσ
z
n−1π
z
nπ
z
n−1
2
+
1−σznπ
z
n
2
LB =
∏
i∈red
πxi
∏
i∈blue
(i)
1−σzi π
z
i
2
∏
i∈green
(i)
1−σz
1
πz
1
2
+
1−σz
1
σz
2
πz
1
πz
2
2
+....+
1−σznσ
z
n−1π
z
nπ
z
n−1
2
+
1−σznπ
z
n
2
(31)
As above, the decorated sign structure is necessary to
ensure that these operators commute with the Hamilto-
nian away from their endpoints. For example, a πx string
would create excitations along its entire length, rather
than only at its endpoints. As in our previous model,
there are also operators LA, LB obtained from Eq. (31)
by complex conjugation. These satisfy LαLα = 1, while
the operator L2α = L
2
α creates a pair of dipoles charged
under both Z2 symmetries.
The arguments of Sect. III B can be used to argue
that each type of lineon has semionic self-statistics in
the sense discussed there. To see the ‘mutual statistics’
between the two types of lineon, proceed as described in
Sec. III C, by using a boxing move to take a pair of B-type
lineons around the endpoint of LA, as shown in Fig. [12].
If the string operator LA creating the lineon excitation A
(red line in Fig. [12]) is in the same plane as the bottom
surface of the cube, the bottom lines of the blue frame
intersect with the red string during the braiding process.
On such intersections the string operators LA, LB anti-
commutate. Thus such a braiding process generates a
π statistical phase. This indicates the two lineons are
mutual semions, which implies that A-type lineons are
charged under ZB2 and vice-versa. This mutual statistic
is unchanged upon taking LA to LA, and similarly for
LB.
We may now consider the implications of the lineon
statistics for the system’s boundaries. In the present
example, each type of lineon is a self-semion, implying
that there are two flavors of boundary modes that can-
not be gapped. In addition, however, since each lineon is
charged under both Z2 symmetries, the braiding statistics
argument in section III also implies that it is not possible
to gap out only one of these boundary modes, since doing
so would lead to a contradiction for both types of lineon
fluxes.
Similarly, a model of this type in which the lineon self-
statistics are trivial, but where the two lineons are mu-
tual semions in the sense discussed here, will also have
subsystem symmetry protected boundary modes. This
leads to the (Z2)
3 classification discussed in Appendix
A, with eight distinct choices of sign structure for the
transverse field terms, each of which leads to a distinct
twisted fracton theory after gauging.
V. CONTINUUM FIELD THEORY OF SSPT
PHASES AND SSPT PHASES WITH
CONTINUOUS SYMMETRY
As discussed in Sec.III B, our lattice models for twisted
fracton orders suggest that there exists a higher-rank ver-
sion of Chern-Simons theory, in which magnetic flux is
bound to dipolar charge via constraints of the form (21,
23). We now investigate the nature of this field theory in
more detail.
Specifically, we first write down a continuum La-
grangian for a rank-2 U(1) gauge field Aij = Aji, Aii = 0,
and show that (1) it enforces the constraint (23); (2) it
is gauge invariant up to a boundary term; and (3) in
the presence of a boundary, gauge invariance requires
the addition of gapless boundary modes. We will also
briefly examine the associated statistics, which indicate
non-trivial lineon braiding – though we defer a careful
discussion of quantizing this theory to future work.
The rank-2 U(1) Chern-Simons theory is chiral: its
boundary modes propagate in a chiral manner, and it
has only a single type of lineon braiding statistic. Thus
this cannot be the field theory that describes our lattice
models – instead, it describes a 3D cousin of the inte-
ger quantum Hall effect. Though our treatment shows
only that the chiral gapless boundary modes are pro-
tected by U(1) subsystem symmetry, we expect that, like
their integer quantum Hall cousins and related systems
with chiral dipole currents[58, 82], these phases have an
analogue of the thermal Hall response[83–89], such that
the chiral boundary modes are robust even in the absence
of U(1) symmetry. This suggests an integer classification
for these higher-rank integer quantum Hall phases.
The SSPT ground states of Sec. III B, in contrast, have
counter-propagating pairs of edge modes along the two
cubic axes at each surface, and after gauging, the twisted
fracton order has both “semion” and “anti-semion” -type
lineons. We argue that this is described by two copies of
this theory, with opposite chiralities. We also introduce a
higher-rank mutual Chern-Simons theory, which describe
the models discussed in Sec. IV.
A. U(1) subsystem-symmetric lattice models and
coupling to higher rank gauge fields
Before discussing the higher rank U(1) Chern-Simons
theory, it is useful to briefly describe how U(1) subsys-
tem symmetry arises at the lattice level. This will give
a clear picture of the nature of the dipole and fracton
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currents[52, 61, 62, 74], and show why the relationship
(24) is natural in this context.
FIG. 14. Fracton Hubbard model on the cubic lattice. In-
dividual bosons have no mobility. However, a lattice-scale
dipole comprised of a boson-hole pair can move in the plane
perpendicular to the dipole moment.
We consider interacting bosons on a cubic lattice.
Since subsystem symmetry is incompatible with boson
hopping, the dominant symmetry-allowed kinetic term
involves hopping a boson-antiboson pair (which can be
interpreted as a lattice-scale dipole), as shown in Fig. 14.
These dipole hopping moves preserve the net U(1) charge
in each lattice plane, and the system has a subsystem
Usub(1) charge conservation symmetry. The dominant
on-site interaction term compatible with subsystem sym-
metry is the usual Hubbard U.
In the continuum limit, the dipole hopping leads to the
effective Lagrangian:
L = (∂tφ)2 − t[(∂x∂yφ)2 + (∂x∂zφ)2 + (∂x∂yφ)2]
− U [nˆ− n0]2 + ... (32)
where nˆ, φ are the number and phase variables, respec-
tively, that describe our bosons in the quantum rotor
representation. A U(1) phase rotation in (for example)
the plane z = z0 leaves nˆ invariant, and takes
φ(x, y, z = z0)→ φ(z, y, z = z0)− α . (33)
When U is large, the system is in a gapped Mott phase
where the U(1) subsystem symmetry is unbroken.
Let us now couple our bosons to a rank-2 U(1) gauge
field. In this case, the local gauge transformations take
the form:
φ(r)→ φ(r) + α
Aij → Aij + ∂i∂jα
A0 → A0 + ∂0α (34)
The appropriate gauge-invariant kinetic terms are ob-
tained by taking
∂i∂jφ→ ∂i∂jφ−Aij
∂0φ→ ∂0φ−A0 . (35)
As usual, we see that Aij should be a symmetric tensor
with only off-diagonal components. This leads to the 2-
current:
J0 = ∂tφ
Jij = ∂i∂jφ . (36)
Here ∂tφ should be interpreted as the fracton charge den-
sity, while ∂jφ can be viewed as a (lattice-scale) dipole,
such that Jij represents a current in which a dipole ori-
ented along the jˆ direction propagates in the iˆ direction.
Gauge invariance requires that this current satisfy the
conservation law
∂tJ0 = ∂i∂jJij (37)
B. Higher rank U(1) Chern-Simons theory
Having clarified the origin of U(1) subsystem symme-
try, and nature of the 2-current in our model, we now
return to the question of higher-rank Chern-Simons the-
ory. Ideally, we would be able to show directly that there
exists a theory with U(1) subsystem symmetry where the
underlying bosons (or fermions) can be integrated out in
the presence of external gauge fields to yield our effective
higher-rank Chern-Simons description, thereby establish-
ing that it describes the rank-2 electromagnetic response
of the model in question. At present, however, we will
simply write down a field theory and study the associated
response, deferring a more detailed understanding of how
it can emerge from models of the type described above
for future work. Indeed, we will see that the theory we
write down here most likely represents the response of a
fermionic system with U(1) subsystem symmetry.
Motivated by the constraints (21, 23), we consider the
Lagrangian
L =− 1
4π
ǫijk(Ajk∂tAij + 2∂jA0∂iAjk)−A0J0 +AijJij
(38)
Since A0 is a Lagrange multiplier, it enforces the con-
straint
1
2π
∂iBi = J0 (39)
Identifying J0 ≡ ρf , we have essentially recovered the
modified Gauss’ law of Eq. (23), in the absence of electric
fields.
To see why this Lagrangian leads to gapless boundary
modes, observe that under gauge transformations,
−δαL = 1
4π
ǫijk(∂j∂kα∂tAij + Aik∂t∂i∂jα)
+
1
4π
ǫijk∂j∂kα ∂t∂i∂jα (40)
where we have used the fact that ǫijk∂iAjk = Bk is ex-
plicitly gauge invariant.
As for Chern-Simons theory, the action is gauge in-
variant up to a boundary term, implying that additional
gapless degrees of freedom are required at the boundary
to retain gauge invariance. To be concrete, let’s sup-
pose that we work on a lattice with a spatial boundary,
but with boundary terms such that all fields vanish as
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t → ±∞. Then we may discard boundary terms result-
ing from integrating by parts in time, which leaves us
with
δS =−
∫
∂M
1
4π
ǫijknˆk(Aij∂j∂tα+ ∂jα∂t∂i∂jα) (41)
where nˆk is the unit normal to the boundary. From the
first term, we deduce that to cancel the potential gauge
anomaly, there must be an additional scalar field φ at the
boundary, which transforms as φ → φ + α under gauge
transformations. With this scalar field, the boundary
Lagrangian becomes:
LBdy =− 1
4π
ǫijknˆk [(Aij − ∂i∂j)φ] ∂j [(A0 + ∂t)φ]
− v2 [(Aij − ∂i∂j)φ]2 (42)
where we have added a gauge invariant kinetic term in
the last line. The resulting theory is explicitly gauge
invariant.
To understand what Eq. (42) means for the boundary,
we set all gauge fields to 0, and consider the scalar field
with a boundary Lagrangian
L = − 1
4π
ǫij∂i(∂jφ)∂t(∂jφ)− v2
[
ǫij∂i∂jφ
]2
(43)
Let us define
χi = ∂iφ (44)
which is exactly the dipole charge along the ith direction.
In terms of the χ fields,
L = − 1
4π
[∂xχy∂tχy − ∂yχx∂tχx]−v
2
2
[
(∂xχy)
2 + (∂yχx)
2
]
(45)
where we have used
∂x∂yφ = ∂xχy = ∂yχx (46)
to write this in the most symmetrical way. This describes
two chiral dipole currents – a y-oriented dipole propa-
gating along the +xˆ direction, and an x-oriented dipole
propagating along the −yˆ direction – at the boundary.
Note that as anticipated from our lattice description, the
two dipole currents arise from the same underlying scalar
field.
It is natural to ask whether these gapless chiral bound-
ary modes are associated with some form of bulk Hall-like
response. Identifying Eij = ∂tAij − ∂i∂jA0, the equa-
tions of motion derived from Eq. (38) gives the following
higher-rank electromagnetic response:
1
2π
Eij = ǫ
ijkJjk (47)
To see how this is related to the usual 2-dimensional Hall
response, consider applying an external electric field Eiz
confined to the z = 0 plane:
Eiz = δ(z)∂tf(x, y) , Exy = 0
Jyz =
1
2π
Exz , Jxz = − 1
2π
Eyz
Jxy =
1
2π
(Eyz − Exz) = 0 (48)
Interpreting Jjz as a dipole oriented in zˆ direction mov-
ing along j, we see that this is very much analogous to
applying an electric field in the xˆ + yˆ direction, and ob-
taining a zˆ- dipole current along the xˆ − yˆ direction, as
shown in Fig. 15.
FIG. 15. Higher rank Chern-Simons response for dipole cur-
rent. By applying an electric field along xˆ + yˆ on the z = 0
plane, the z-oriented dipole moves along the xˆ − yˆ direction
on the z = 0 plane.
A second interesting question is whether Eq. (38) leads
to a statistical interaction between higher-rank gauge
fields, and if so, of what type. To investigate this, we ob-
serve that the Lagrangian (38) indicates that after quan-
tization, [
Axy,
k
2π
(Axz −Ayz)
]
= i
[
Axz,
k
2π
(Ayz −Axy)
]
= i
[
Ayz,
k
2π
(Axy −Axz)
]
= i
(49)
where we have replaced the coupling 14π with
k
4π in Eq.
(38).
To understand the implications of these commutation
relations for quasiparticles, consider a gauge field config-
uration
Ayz = δ(y)δ(z)Θ(y)Θ(L− y) , Axz = Axy = 0 . (50)
The corresponding magnetic field configuration
Bz = −By = δ(y)δ(z) (δ(y)− δ(y − L)) (51)
corresponds exactly to the type of pattern we expect for
lineon-type excitations, which as described in Sec. III B,
reside at isolated points where the magnetic field is non-
vanishing. In other words, lineon excitations live at the
end-points of line operators of the form
Lˆk = e
iǫijk
∫
Aijdrk (52)
Note that unlike the usual Wilson lines, the Lˆk are neces-
sarily associated with a particular direction on the cubic
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lattice, and cannot be continuously deformed. (Instead,
the appropriate deformation involves fluctuating domain
frames). After choosing a gauge where Axy = 0, the com-
mutation relations (49) imply that two intersecting line
operators Lˆx and Lˆy satisfy
LˆxLˆy = e
i 2π
k LˆyLˆx (53)
By analogy with the commutators of Wilson lines in ordi-
nary Chern-Simons theory, this implies that the lineons
have fractional statistics, with an exchange phase of π/k.
For example, the semionic statistics of the lineons in Sec.
III B correspond to k = 2.
We note that in the case k = 1 discussed above, we
conclude that the lineons are fermions. This suggests
that Eq. (38) is best viewed as a higher-rank response
for an underlying fermionic theory.
C. SSPT states and higher rank Chern-Simons
theory
Finally, let us return to the question of a continuum
field theory capturing our SSPT and twisted fracton
phases. In light of our understanding of the connection
between ordinary Chern-Simons theory and SPT phases
in 2D[12], a natural guess is that the counter-propagating
protected boundary modes are described by a mutual
Chern-Simons theory
L = −Ja0A0 + JaijAij − Jb0B0 + JbijBij
− 1
4π
ǫijk(A˙ijBjk + B˙ijAjk − 2B0∂j∂iAjk − 2A0∂j∂iBjk) .
(54)
To obtain the twisted fracton theory of Sect. III B, we
define
Eij =
1
4π
ǫijk(Bjk −Bik) (55)
which is canonically conjugate to Aij :
[Aij , Eij ] = i . (56)
In terms of these fields, the constraints
∂jǫ
ijk∂iAjk = 2πJ
b
0 ,
∂jǫ
ijk∂iBjk = 2πJ
a
0 (57)
can be expressed
∂ijEij +
∂kǫ
ijk∂iAjk
2π
= J10
∂ijEij − ∂kǫ
ijk∂iAjk
2π
= J20 (58)
where
J1 =
1
2
(Ja + Jb)
J2 =
1
2
(Ja − Jb) (59)
Eq. (58) is exactly the modified Gauss’ law in Sec. III.
Note that in fact we obtain two types of sources, for
which lineons bind opposite fluxes; these are naturally
associated with the two types of lineons in the twisted
fracton theory. This is consistent with the lattice action,
since at the lattice level there is no distinction between
positive and negative flux.
To better understand the meaning of the currents
J1, J2, note that the transformation
A1ij = Aij +Bij , A
2
ij = Aij −Bij ,
A10 = A0 +B0, A
2
0 = A0 −B0 (60)
can be used to express the Lagrangian (54) as two
opposite-chirality copies of Eq. (38):
L = −J10A10 + J1ijA1ij − J20A20 + J2ijA2ij
− 1
8π
ǫijk(A1jkA˙
1
ij −A2jkA˙2ij − 2A10∂j∂iA1kj + 2A20∂j∂iA2jk)
(61)
The factor of 1/2 in the Chern-Simons coupling reflects
the fact that if A and B are periodic modulo 2π, with
charges quantized in integers, then A1 and A2 are peri-
odic modulo 4π, with charges quantized in half-integers.
The arguments in Sec.VB simply imply that the
boundary action (61) describes counter-propagating chi-
ral dipole fields ∂jφ
1, ∂jφ
2, which move along the iˆ direc-
tion of an i − j surface. This is the natural higher-rank
analogue of the boundary of the 2D Z2 SPT phase.
VI. SYMMETRY ENRICHED FRACTON
PHASE IN 3d TOPOLOGICAL PLAQUETTE
PARAMAGNETIC PHASE WITH SUBSYSTEM
T sub SYMMETRY
Thus far, we have explored the relationship between
twisted fracton order and subsystem SPT phases with
unitary symmetry. We have shown that gauging these
SSPT phases leads to a twisted fracton order with non-
trivial lineon braiding statistics.
We now turn our attention to the question of what
happens if we gauge only part of the subsystem symme-
try. Specifically, we will consider symmetries of the form
G = Z2×H , and ask what happens when we gauge only
the Z2 part of the subsystem symmetry. This will lead
to a phase with the fracton order of the X-cube model,
but where either fractons or lineons may carry fractional
charges of H . These phases are the fracton equivalent of
symmetry-enriched topological (SET) phases[28, 80, 90–
94].
As a first example, consider gauging only one of the Z2
symmetries in Section IV. The resulting model has only
one class of lineons, which do not have mutual statistics.
However, the lineon operators are decorated by phases
that depend on the domain frame configuration of the
remaining Z2 subsystem symmetry. The result is that
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these lineons carry a fractional (half-) charge under this
ungauged Z2, which can be measured by the same boxing
operation used to detect the mutual lineon statistics in
the gauged theory.
One obvious way to construct fracton SET phases is
to use a coupled layer construction [45], where the lay-
ers being coupled are 2D SETs, rather than simply 2D
topologically ordered phases, taking care to ensure that
the coupling results in a model with subsystem symme-
try. In this construction lineons are bound states of flux
excitations from two distinct intersecting 2D layers. Sup-
pose that the flux excitation in each layer is fractionally
charged under H , and that the layers are coupled in such
a way that the final subsystem symmetry is equivalent
to acting with H on a single 2D layer. Then the lineon
is clearly fractionally charged under the subsystem sym-
metry operations in either of the two layers associated
with the bound fluxes of the original SET. Indeed, this
is the nature of the half-charge carried by the lineons in
our H = Z2 example given above.
In light of this, it is particularly interesting to consider
fracton SET phases whereH = T , for which the analogue
of fractional charge is to carry the projective representa-
tion with T 2 = −1. This is because anti-unitary sym-
metries cannot truly be subsystem symmetries: once the
different layers are coupled, complex conjugation must
act globally, since it must conjugate the couplings be-
tween different planes. (More explicitly, following [69],
we define a “subsystem time reversal symmetry” T sub
as global complex conjugation, possibly combined with a
subsystem spin rotation iσy.) This opens the possibility
of fracton SET phases that do not admit a coupled layer
construction.
To generate a T -enriched fracton order, we draw inspi-
ration from a well-known construction of 2D SPT phases
with symmetry group Z2×H , in which the Ising domain
walls are decorated with a 1D SPT with global symme-
try H . For example, if H = T is time reversal symmetry,
we can decorate each Ising domain wall with an AKLT
chain[16, 79, 95, 96]. In the SPT, this means that domain
walls ending on the boundary transform as Kramers dou-
blets under T . Upon gauging the Z2 symmetry we obtain
an SET, whose flux excitations host Kramers doublets.
Evidently, the notion of decorating domain walls can-
not be directly imported into the context of subsystem
symmetries where, as we have seen, the natural analogue
of the domain wall is a domain frame. Because the do-
main frames necessarily contain corners where three mu-
tually orthogonal lines meet, we cannot simply decorate
them with AKLT chains: one of the three chains would
have to end at a corner, leaving a dangling spin 1/2 which
cannot be gapped without breaking T symmetry.
Instead, to decorate our domain frames we introduce a
new quasi-1 dimensional paramagnet which we call a “va-
lence tube solid” (VBT). This allows us to decorate do-
main frames such that corners are fully gapped, while do-
main frames ending on the system’s boundary are bound
to a Kramers doublet. Gauging Zsub2 leads to a fracton
phase with the same fracton order as the X-cube model,
but where the lineons carry Kramers doublets.
A. Valence tube solid
Before introducing our Hamiltonian, let us briefly de-
scribe the valence tube solid. Consider a single cube with
a spin-1/2 on each of the 8 edges in the x − y plane, as
shown in Fig. 16. We may project these 8 spins onto a
Kramers singlet as follows [69]. First, for a pair of spins
(let us call them s1 and s2) separated in the xˆ+ yˆ direc-
tion, we project onto the two states:
|0〉12 = | ↑〉1| ↓〉2 − | ↓〉1| ↑〉2
|1〉12 = | ↑〉1| ↑〉2 + | ↓〉1| ↓〉2 (62)
This interaction does not preserve the full spin rota-
tion invariance, but it does respect time reversal sym-
metry, which acts on each spins as K(iσy). Note that
applying the spin rotation iσy to both spins leaves the
states invariant, while the states |0〉12, |1〉12 transform as
a Kramers doublet under the action of isy1 (or equiva-
lently, of isy2). Next, on each plaquette perpendicular
to zˆ, we project the four remaining states onto the two
states:
|α〉1234 = |0〉12|1〉34 − |1〉12|0〉34
|β〉1234 = |1〉12|1〉34 + |0〉12|0〉34 (63)
Again this projection preserves time reversal symme-
try. Also, note that acting with isy only on spins
1 and 4 (or equivalently, 2 and 3) takes |α〉1234 →
−|β〉1234, |β〉1234 → |α〉1234. Finally, we couple the two
2-state systems on the cube’s top and bottom faces, by
projecting them onto a single state:
|χ〉c = 1√
2
(|α〉1234|β〉5678 − |β〉5678|α〉1234) . (64)
where c denotes the cube, with the participating edge
spins labelled 1 through 8, as shown in Fig. 16. This
picks out a unique ground state for the cube, which is
invariant under acting with
∏
(isy) individually on the
quadruples of spins lying in any one of the x − z, y − z,
or xy planes. We will call the Hamiltonian that selects
this unique state the cube cluster interaction, given by:
HCCI = |χ〉c〈χ|c (65)
Next, imagine a tube containing a chain of such cubes
aligned along z direction, with two spin-1/2’s on each
edge in the x − y plane, as shown in Fig. 16. On each
edge one spin-1/2 participates in the cluster interaction
of the cube above, and the other joins the cube below.
This gives a Hamiltonian of commuting cluster terms; its
gapped symmetric ground state is our valence tube solid.
Note that our Hamiltonian leaves one plaquette at each
end of the tube. Applying the projector on this plaquette
P leaves a pair of states |α〉P , |β〉P .
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FIG. 16. Left: The valence tube solid on a vertical domain
frame line. σ spins live at the corners of the blue plaque-
ttes. Right: On the blue plaquette, σzaσ
z
bσ
z
cσ
z
d = −1. The
Hamiltonian then projects the red cube into the 8-spin clus-
ter entangled state |χ〉.
The advantage of the valence tube solid construction is
that there is a natural way to join three tubes in a corner
without leaving unpaired spin-1/2’s. Consider a corner
where three VBTs meet, as shown in Fig. 17. Notice that
we choose the corner such that the tubes intersect at the
mid-points of their edges, where the spins reside. At each
intersection there are two spin-1/2’s from each tube, for
a total of 12 spins at the corner which participate in
cluster interactions of cubes next to the corner. Thus
the valence tube solid has a unique gapped ground state
on frame structures with corners.
FIG. 17. Left: When it comes to the corner of the frame, the
three valence tube solids coming from the x, y, z directions
merge at the corner. Right: At the end of a frame line, there
exist 4 free spins (green) which can be projected onto a 2-level
system.
B. Valence tube decorated fracton SET
Hamiltonian with T 2 = −1 lineons
We now discuss how to use the VTS to decorate the X-
cube model, obtaining a fracton SET in which the lineon
transforms as a Kramers doublet under T sub. We will be-
gin with a decorated version of the plaquette Ising model,
which has Zsub2 ×T sub symmetry. We will show that this
model has the property that domain frames ending on
the boundary carry T sub Kramers doublets. Following
the procedure described in Sec. III, it is straightforward
to gauge the Zsub2 symmetry and obtain the fracton SET.
We start with the decorated cubic lattice shown in
Fig. [18]. Each blue site contains an Ising spin σ. At
FIG. 18. The blue site contains an Ising spin degree of free-
dom σ. At the center of each cubic face on the i − j plane,
there are 8 spin 1/2 degree of freedom depicted as the grey
circles.
the center of each cubic face, there are 8 spin 1/2 degrees
of freedom; we denote the spins in the i− j plane by sij .
The Hamiltonian consists of two terms:
H = HPIM +HV BT (66)
The first term, which acts only on the σ spins, is simply
the plaquette Ising interaction and a transverse field:
HPIM =
∑
Pij
J
∏
a∈Pij
σza + h
∑
a
σza . (67)
The second term, HV BT , is an interaction which effec-
tively binds a VBT to each domain frame line of the σ
spins. This can be done by introducing projection terms
of the form
HPxy =

1− ∏
i∈Pxy(R)
σzi

 |χ〉c〈χ|c
(68)
where c is a cube on the dual cubic lattice with Pxy in
its center (see Fig. [16]). Thus spins assigned the edges
of dual cubes that contain domain frame lines or corners
form a VBT. HVBT also contains terms that project the
remaining spins into on-site singlets, resulting in a unique
symmetric ground state.
For example, consider a plaquette on the original lat-
tice perpendicular to z-axis. If
∏
i∈P σ
z
i = −1, the
Hamiltonian projects the 8 spins above and below this
plauqette into the state χ(see Fig. 16). This leaves an
even number of residual spin 1/2’s on each side face,
which are paired into on-site SU(2) singlets in the ground
state. Likewise, the 8 free spins sxy on each x − y face
also form four on-site singlets (assuming that none of the
neighbouring plaquettes contain domain frame lines).
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Deep in the paramagnetic phase, the resulting ground
state wave function can be described as a uniform super-
position of all domain frames, with each domain frame
decorated by a valence tube solid. To understand the
effect of this decoration, consider the effect of T sub sym-
metry. Here, we define T sub symmetry as global complex
conjugation, together with a rotation of all of the s spins
in a given plane:
T sub = KRsuby
Rsuby : sij(rk = k0)→ iτy sij(rk = k0),
K : i→ −i (69)
where rk is the kth component of the position vector
~r = (ri, rj , rk), and τy is the Y Pauli matrix acting on
the spin-1/2 sij .
Suppose that we act with T sub on a plane covering the
front face of the cube in Fig 16. The symmetry operator
T sub rotates spins 3 and 7 on the front face, and complex
conjugates the wave function globally. Under such sym-
metry action, |χ〉 is invariant. The plaquette entangled
state (|α〉, |β〉) transforms as Kramers doublet.
(iτ7y iτ
3
y ) : |α〉1234 → |β〉1234, |β〉1234 → −|α〉1234,
|α〉5678 → |β〉5678, |β〉5678 → −|α〉5678, (70)
The Kramers doublet nature of the two plaquette
states becomes significant when we consider a surface,
where domain frame lines can terminate. Due to the va-
lence tube decoration on the frame lines, the end point of
the valence tube contains 4 free spins, one on each face
parallel to the tube’s direction (see Fig 17). There is no
way to fully gap out the four spins without breaking the
subsystem T sub. The argument goes as follows: the T sub
is decomposed into a subsystem rotation operator Rsuby
which rotates the spin on a plane, and a global complex
conjugation. The Rsuby symmetry does not allow any spin
interaction in the sx, sz channel among the four spins, as
they belong to four different planes. Hence, the only al-
lowed interaction involves products of an even number
of sy operators, which cannot fully lift the degeneracy:
since the four spins are in different planes, the ground
states of such an interaction are Kramers singlets under
some T sub symmetries. At best, the degeneracy can be
reduced, for example by the sy interactions mentioned
above, or using the projection operator:
Pijkl =
1
2
(|α〉ijkl〈α|ijkl + |β〉ijkl〈β|ijkl)
(71)
This projects the 4 spins into a two-level subspace
|α〉ijkl , |β〉ijkl . As ijkl lives on four side faces belong-
ing to four different planes, if we acts T sub covering any
one of the side faces, the (|α〉ijkl , |β〉ijkl) pair transforms
as Kramers doublet. Hence, the end of the VTS we dec-
orate contains a free spin 1/2 with projective representa-
tion under T sub.
As the domain frames proliferates in the bulk, the sur-
face state involves a superposition of all point defects
σzaσ
z
bσ
z
cσ
z
d = −1 arising from domain frame lines ending
at the surface. These fluctuating point defects on the
surface carries a Kramers doublet, so the surface spec-
trum is guarantee to be gapless as long as Zsub2 ×T sub is
preserved.
When we gauge the Zsub2 symmetry, the gauge the-
ory is akin to the X-cube model with fracton and lineon
excitations. The lineon excitation, located at the end
point of an open domain frame, contains a Kramers dou-
blet under T sub due to the VTS decoration of the frame
lines. The gauged X-cube model subsequently becomes
a symmetry enriched fracton phase[29, 79].
VII. SUBDIMENSIONAL SPIN LIQUID WITH
FRACTON-LIKE SPINONS
The VTS decoration on domain frames creates a frac-
ton topological order whose lineon carries a Kramers dou-
blet. One can regard this Kramers doublet as implying
that the lineon is a ‘spinon’. Since the lineon is a 1d sub-
dimensional particle, the spinon excitation, although not
strictly confined, can only move along a certain direction.
At this point, it is natural to ask whether it is pos-
sible to decorate the fracton excitation with a Kramers
doublet. In this section, show that the answer is yes.
Specifically, we construct a fracton model whose frac-
ton excitation is a spinon, in the sense that it harbors a
Kramers degeneracy. These spinons, though technically
deconfined, are not mobile quasiparticle excitations.
Our construction begins with a cubic lattice, with
twelve spins SiP on each site i, and a single spin σP
at the center of each plaquette P , as shown in Fig. [19].
Each of the twelve spins SiP is associated with one of the
twelve plaquettes (P = 1..12) adjacent to the site i. The
full Hamiltonian is given by
H = HX-cube +
∑
P
HP +
∑
i
Hi (72)
The first term indicates that the σ spins are coupled to
each other via the X-cube Hamiltonian in Eq. [4]. The
second term is a coupling between each σ spin and four
S spins:
HP = −1− σ
x
P
2
P
(m)
P (73)
Here P
(m)
P = |m〉P 〈m|P , where
|m〉P
=
1
2
√
2
[(|0〉iP |1〉jP − |1〉iP |0〉jP )(|0〉kP |0〉lP + |1〉kP |1〉lp)
− (|0〉iP |0〉jP + |1〉iP |1〉jP )(|0〉kP |1〉lP − |1〉kP |0〉lP )]
(74)
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Here the indices iP , jP , kP , lP indicate that at each of
the four corners of the plaquette, we take the spin S
associated with the plaquette P .
The final term is an on-site interaction acting on the
remaining spins at each site:
Hi =
∑
P,P ′
1 + σxP
2
1 + σxP ′
2
~SiP · ~SiP ′ (75)
where the sum runs over all pairs of plaquettes P, P ′
adjacent to the site i. Let us denote by Q those pla-
quettes on which σxQ = +1; then up to a constant
Hi =
1
2
(∑
Q SiQ
)2
. The ground state of Hi is thus the
state for which these spins have the least total spin, which
is 0 for an even number, and 1/2 for an odd number.
The resulting Hamiltonian has a unique gapped ground
state and preserves T sub symmetry.
When the σ spins are in the X-cube ground state, the
twelve faces near a site must follow
∏
i∈Cube σ
x
i = 1. In
this case Q is even, and Hi selects a spin singlet ground
state for the remaining site spins.
FIG. 19. L: The twelve faces near a site must follow∏
i∈Cube
σxi = 1, so there can only appear even number of
σxi = −1 face near a site, each of which contains |m〉ijkl state
on the plaquette. Here is one typical configuration near the
site. R: One typical configuration for the plaquette singlet.
FIG. 20. A pair of fracton excitations are shown in red.
Each fracton carries a spin 1/2 Kramers doublet protected
by the T sub symmetry. Here the tightly bound fracton forms
a dipole, which can move in a 2-d plane. The subsystem
symmetry protects a Kramer’s degeneracy even for the two
spin-1/2’s on the dipole.
In the presence of a fracton excitation (shown in
Fig. [20]) at site i, Q is odd, and the ground state of
Hi is doubly degenerate, with a total spin 1/2. In other
words, each fracton carries a spin 12 Kramers doublet. In
addition, a pair of fractons forming a dipole will harbor
a pair of spinons, as shown in Fig. 20. Because the two
spins sit on different lattice sites, the resulting degeneracy
cannot be completely lifted by any T sub invariant inter-
action: the only interaction that respects this subsystem
symmetry is of the form SySy, which at best leaves a
2-fold degenerate ground state. This dipole is a 2d sub-
dimensional particle, free to move in the plane perpen-
dicular to its orientation. We have therefore constructed
a subdimensional spin liquid where the deconfined spinon
excitation has no mobility, and a pair of (spatially sepa-
rated) spinons are restricted to move on a 2d plane.
VIII. CONCLUSION
In the present work, we have introduced the notion of
“twisted” planar subsystem symmetry, and established
its connection to both subsystem symmetry protected
topological (SSPT) phases, and twisted fracton orders.
We have also introduced a higher-rank version of Chern
Simons theory, which captures the physics both of the
protected gapless boundary modes of the SSPT, and the
nontrivial lineon statistics of the twisted fracton order.
Finally, we have discussed how subsystem symmetry can
be used to enrich fracton orders, leading to subdimen-
sional quasiparticles that exhibit symmetry fractionaliza-
tion. This provides a foundation from which to explore
new 3 dimensional phases with fracton order and/ or sub-
system symmetry.
Numerous open questions about the relationship be-
tween subsystem symmetries and fracton orders remain.
(i) In 2D topological orders, the possible assignments of
symmetry charges to anyons must satisfy several consis-
tency conditions [35, 91, 97], which are associated with
the existence of ’tHooft anomalies [20, 34, 94, 98]. Similar
restrictions may exist for fracton theories, and it would
be interesting to understand the underlying mathemati-
cal structure of these anomalies. (ii) In conventional 3D
SPT phases, the gapless surface is necessary to cancel an
anomaly of the global symmetry in the bulk theory. This
anomaly remains detectable even when the symmetry is
broken at the surface, in the form of unusual edge states
separating domains where the symmetry is broken in dis-
tinct ways on the surface, such as the interface between
domains with σxy = ±1 on the surface of a 3DTI.[36, 91]
In Sect. VB, we have shown how the gapless bound-
ary cancels a bulk anomaly in the U(1) × U(1) SSPT.
We expect that similar unusual boundary states exist at
domain boundaries on symmetry-broken surfaces in this
case. (iii) The anomaly realized on the surface of a 3D
global SPT is closely related [99] to obstructions to realiz-
ing a fully gapped Mott phase without breaking certain
lattice symmetries, resulting in a generalization of the
Lieb-Schultz-Mattis theorem. We expect that this rela-
tion can be generalized to subsystem-symmetric phases,
shedding light on the nature of the Lieb-Schultz-Mattis
theorem for these systems. (iv) In 2D Chern-Simons the-
20
ory, flux attachment can alter a particle’s statistics from
bosonic to fermionic. We anticipate that an analogue of
this occurs for 3D fractonic matter, with a higher rank
Chern-Simons term able to turn “bosonic” lineons into
fermionic ones. By analogy with the half-filled Landau
level, this could lead to a fermionic fracton phase, with a
fracton Fermi surface in the presence of a finite number
of defects [100].
Note added
As we completed this work, we became aware of an-
other paper [73] discussing twisted fracton orders, which
has some overlap with our results.
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Appendix A: Classification of Zsub2 × Z
sub
2 SSPT via
fracton gauge theory
In conventional SPT phases with Abelian symmetry,
the classification for SPT states is equivalent to the iden-
tification of twisted gauge theories after we gauge the
corresponding symmetry. If two short-ranged entangled
states display the same gauge theory after symmetry
gauging, the original states should belong to the same
SPT class. In this appendix, we would apply such ‘SPT-
gauge correspondence’ to our SSPT with Zsub2 × Zsub2
symmetry. By figuring out eight distinct types of Z2×Z2
fracton gauge theory, we conclude that our Zsub2 × Zsub2
SSPT has (Z2)
3 classification.
Take the topological plaquette Ising model in Section
IV,
H0 =−
∑
i
(
sx0,ii
F0 − sxa,iiFa − sxb,iiFb − sxc,iiFc
)
−
∑
i
(
qx0,ii
F ′
0 − qxa,iiF
′
a − qxb,iiF
′
b − qxc,iiF
′
c
)
(A1)
Here F, F ′ is a general spin cluster operator which we
would come about later. We can decorate the sign struc-
ture F, F ′ in eight distinct ways.
21
Type I : F0 = 1, Fα = 1;F
′
0 = 1, F
′
α = 1
Type II : F0 = 1, Fα = 1;F
′
0 = F
′1
0 , F
′
α = F
′1
α
Type III : F0 = F
1
0 , Fα = F
1
α;F
′
0 = 1, F
′
α = 1
Type IV : F0 = F
1
0 , Fα = F
1
α;F
′
0 = F
′1
0 , F
′
α = F
′1
α
Type V : F0 = F
2
0 , Fα = F
2
α;F
′
0 = F
′2
0 , F
′
α = F
′2
α
Type VI : F0 = F
2
0 , Fα = F
2
α;F
′
0 = F
′2
0 + F
′1
0 , F
′
α = F
′2
α + F
′1
α
Type VII : F0 = F
2
0 + F
1
0 , Fα = F
2
α + F
1
α;F
′
0 = F
′2
0 , F
′
α = F
′2
α
Type VIII : F0 = F
2
0 + F
1
0 , Fα = F
2
α + F
1
α;F
′
0 = F
′2
0 + F
′1
0 , F
′
α = F
′2
α + F
′1
α
F 1α =
∑
Pα
(1−
∏
i∈Pα
sz0,i)/2,
F ′1α =
∑
Pα
(1−
∏
i∈Pα
qz0,i)/2,
F 2α = F
′2
α =
∑
Pα
(1−
∏
i∈Pα
sz0,iq
z
0,i)/2,
F 20 = F
′2
0 =
∑
Tα
(ijk∈Tα)
(1− sz0,isz0,jszα,kqz0,iqz0,jqzα,k)/2
F 10 =
∑
Tα
(ijk∈Tα)
(1− sz0,isz0,jszα,k)/2
F ′10 =
∑
Tα
(ijk∈Tα)
(1− qz0,iqz0,jqzα,k)/2
(A2)
All eight types of sign decoration gives the paramag-
net model with exact solvability. After we gauge the
Zsub2 × Zsub2 symmetry, one obtains eight fracton theory
with distinct topological sectors. For lineon A and lineon
B, each of them can have semion(boson) self-statistics.
Meanwhile, the mutual statistical phase between lineon
A and B can either be π or 2π. This creates 8 distinct
fracton gauge theories which thereby identify 8 distinct
SSPT phases (including the trivial phase as type I). For
our model in Section IV, it belongs to type V where li-
neon A and B are both self-semion and mutual semion.
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